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THE LIVELY CITY
Liveability, lively cities, public life and other
concepts describing inviting, vibrant and
stimulating urban environments are frequently
communicated in new visions for the future of
cities today. This focus on ‘urban life’ is a direct
reaction to the urban realities created in the 20th
Century, where increases in our standards of
living and the associated city building processes
have created areas in which large and increasing
numbers of people have become isolated from
each other, socially & geographically.
Despite our new awareness for the need to plan for
a shared and intensified urban life in sustainable
cities, we continue to have difficulties in
understanding exactly what this ‘urban life’ is, how
much of it we truly want and need, and how we can
reconcile the often conflicting and simultaneous
needs of people for privacy and social stimulation.
Over a five day period in Rotterdam, Netherlands,
students in humanities, architecture, art, urban
design and landscape architecture will explore
the “urban life” of the city and investigate the
manner in which the City of Rotterdam has made
the revitalization and programming of their public
spaces — TOWARDS A CITY LOUNGE — a
central strategy in its continued prominence as a
major global city.
During the stay the students will have the
opportunity to visit architecture and landscape
architecture firms, and to visit and study key
contemporary public spaces, buildings and
landscapes. The students will be introduced to the
structure and working methods of the public space
/ public life methodology.
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TOWARDS A CITY LOUNGE
The City of Rotterdam has made the revitalization
and programming of their public spaces a central
strategy in its continued prominence as a major
global city.
The idea of the city lounge as a place of meeting
and exchange but also as a place of comfort and
safety for the individual is one we will explore from
the perspective of the urban designer. You will
put traditional urban design assessment methods
to the test and together with urban design
practicioners you will discuss new techniques of
working with data and evidence as key drivers for
design of buildings and open spaces. .

PUBLIC SPACE PUBLIC LIFE SURVEY
We will survey the public life in a major public space
in the City of Rotterdam to take stock on the life that
unfolds in these public spaces.
The relationship between buildings and open space
plays a decisive role in setting the blueprint for the
urban life that can unfold in the city and this week will
be about learning in depth about that relationship.

watch the movie:
https://youtu.be/
U4qF0YMR3kw

Hans Kollhoff
http://www.kollhoff.
de/en/PROJECTS/
Buildings/60/Botersloot.
html
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MVRDV
https://www.mvrdv.nl/
projects/markethall/
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the outskirts and in the countryside. LOLA
has an optimistic and conceptual approach,
as well as a fascination for new spatial
phenomena.Its mission is to turn LOst
LAndscapes into rich, vivid and beautiful
places. The office received the RotterdamMaaskant Prize for Young Architects and the
TOPOS landscape award.

Ronald Rietveld (RAAAF); RAAAF operates
at the crossroads of architecture, art and
John Hoal, Ph.D., Professor of Architecture & science. The studio started in 2006. RAAAF
Urban Design & Chair Urban Design,
makes location- and context specific work
Washington University in St. Louis
and has developed the design approach
of ‘strategic interventions’ (download
PEOPLE YOU WILL MEET
PDF), which derives from the respective
You will have the opportunity to engage with backgrounds of the founding partners:
accomplished European urban thinkers and Prix de Rome Architecture laureate Ronald
designers from Rotterdam and Copenhagen. Rietveld and philosopher Erik Rietveld.
Through a unique working method based
Kevin Logan (Maccreanor Lavington); Kevin on multidisciplinary research with scientists
is an architect and urban designer. Born
and other specialists, RAAAF’s real-life
in Scotland, educated in England he now
thinking models link local qualities with
practices out of Rotterdam where he is an
long-term strategies.
associate director of Maccreanor Lavington.
He is responsible for leading many of the
Evelijn Bronsdijk (Advisor sustainability &
offices large-scale urban regeneration
communications, dep. Urban Development,
projects. Current research activities focus
Municipality of Rotterdam); Accomplished
on the re-culturalisation of the urban fringe, expert on sustainable topics like green
adaptive reuse of residual morphology, and
roofs, clean air, building on water and urban
long-term affordable housing strategies.
farming working at the planning department
of the Municipality of Rotterdam.
Cees van der Veeken (LOLA); LOLA
Landscape Architects is an office for
Piet Vollard; Member and initiator of
progressive landscape architecture. LOLA
Stichting Stad in de Maak (City in the
(LOst LAndscapes) designs and studies
Making), goal: alternative development
landscapes that are forgotten, derelict or on
of ‘toxic assets’ of housing corporations,
the verge of change. Since its founding in
exploring micro-economies, alternative
2006, our office has worked on conceptual
housing and bew ‘commons’.
as well as realized projects in the city, on

THE WEEK IN DETAIL
Sunday 3/12 Explore Rotterdam
1PM Guided tour with John Hoal
’Rotterdam icons;
buildings and public spaces’
Monday 3/13 Rotterdam Bicycle Tour
9am Meet at Citizen M Hotel on
Geldersestraat 50
10am Bike Tour; Guide for the tour Kevin
Logan (Maccreanor Lavington)
Visit high-rise rooftop - Meeting Evelijn
Bronsdijk (City of Rotterdam)
Walk of Binnenrotte survey area - Meeting
Urban Designer (City of Rotterdam)
Visit building block near Binnenrotte Meeting architect
8pm Beer with Students near Binnenrotte
Tuesday 3/14 Public Life Survey
9am Lecture Oliver Schulze ”Public Life
Surveys”
10am Survey Planning, Prep and Print
2pm Public Life Survey Pt.1 (on-site)
10pm Ends
Wednesday 3/15 Public Life Survey
9am Practice visit Piet Vollard
11am Practice visit LOLA
2pm Survey Pt.2 (on-site)
10pm End Survey
Thursday 3/16 Guided Data Processing
9am Workshop all-day at STIPO
Noon Lecture Oliver Schulze ”Public Space
Projects”
LWWate all-nighter processing data

Friday 3/17 Synthesis & Presentation
9am Assemble presentation
2pm Presentation to invited guests
4pm Study tour summary
5pm Farewell drinks

REQUIRED MATERIALS
Laptop with all requisite programs to prepare
plans, diagrams and graphics formatting for
book/report publication + Power adapter for the
Netherlands
Counter (http://www.staples.com/Cosco-HandTally-Counter-1-9999/product_891312)
Clip board, Pencils/pens
SLR digital camera (if available), Spare battery,
Memory cards, Tripod
Students who have agreed to complete time lapse
photography bring additional memory cards and
batteries - you will need them!

http://www.publicspace.org/en/works/z010binnenrotte-square
http://www.strootman.net/en/project/binnenrotte/
http://www.okra.nl/en/projects/rotterdambinnenrotte/
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BINNENROTTE
The area of the Binnerotte will form the basis for
our public life public space survey activities. This
major new public space in the heart of Rotterdam
houses the weekly market. Total remodelling of the
Binnenrotte area after demolition of different types
of transport infrastructure continues and there are
many urban functions and buildings found in this
location.
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FACULTY CONTACT INFORMATION
Professor Oliver Schulze
Phone: (+45) 27646101
Email: oliver@schulzeplusgrassov.com
Website: www.schulzeplusgrassov.com
Professor John Hoal
Phone: (+USA) 314.443.4625
Email: hoal@h3studio.com
Hotel in Rotterdam for both Professor
Schulze and Hoal:
citizenM Rotterdam hotel
Geldersestraat 50, 3011 WZ Rotterdam,
Netherlands

